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Border 5 - Final Border

This is the final border we did, but you can keep going if you want. You may want to put 
one more DARK border around the outside, but I used my DARK as my binding and found 
it looks amazing. This border is VERY EASY. We will be using the tri-recs tool again for 8 
triangle units and then solid strips for in-between those triangles!! 

First, let’s do those triangle units:

We will assemble these exactly like we did in Border 4. Here 
is the deconstructed block:

Now we need four (4) 5-1/2” DARK strips, each one with a tri-recs unit on the end with the 
RED end toward the centre and the point toward the outside. (Just make sure they are 
both pointing in the same direction, black touching black.)

Here is what you need:

RED 5-1/2” strip or leftovers 1

-cut using the “tri” part for triangles 8

DARK 5-1/2” strip left folded in half RST 1

-cut using the “recs” part for triangles 16 (8 sets)

Total tri-recs units today 8

DARK 5-1/2” x 50-1/2” strips 4

DARK 5-1/2" squares 4

Red/DARK tri-recs units 8
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You will sew a tri-recs to the end of each 50-1/2” strip, making sure they point in the same 
direction. Taking two of these units and adding a 5-1/2” square on each end, you will have 
the entire border ready to put on the centre! Great job!

Here is the final pic with all borders added. All I need to do is add my buttons for eyes. 
These buttons need to be 22-25mm (3/4 -1”) and placed anywhere on the head you wish!! 

Have fun with it! These Blustery Buddies are ADORABLE!!!!!
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